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SUMMARY 
A positioning serv©mechanism hairing two modes of 
control and powered by a repulsion motor was constructed 
and tested* The control modes were continuous and contactor 
respectively* 
The construction of the system was suggested by the 
work of Gibson and McVey (1)* Gibson's and McVey's work 
describes two dual-mode systems with mode switching bound-
aries defined by error magnitude and the sum of error magni-
tude and error rate, respectively„ Certain portions of 
these systems were simulated on an analog computer* 
The system investigated by the author has a mode 
switching boundary defined by the sum of error magnitude 
and output rate<> A complete system was constructed without 
the use of an analog computer• The error was detected by 
a system of synchros• The output rate was generated by a 
tachometer generator0 
Contactor control included a time-optimal controller 
not present in the system of Gibson and McVey* This con-
troller reverses the torque of the motor at the optimum 
time when the system is operating in the contactor mode. 
Optimum application of reverse torque reduces the error and 
Numbers in parentheses refer to the Bibliography3 
IX 
output rate to zero simultaneously,, The topology of the 
time-optimal controller was developed hj simulating the 
phase-plane characteristics of error versus output rate, 
using a network synthesized from biased diodes and resis-
torSo 
The system was tested by excitation with step input 
displacement and variable frequency sinusoidal signals0 
Step input tests were performed on each mode individually 
and both modes combined0 
The contactor mode alone, and without time-optimal 
control, was unstableo The addition of the continuous mode 
and time-optimal control to the contactor mode stabilized 
the systemo Variable frequency tests showed that continu-
ous mode operation was undesirably slowo The insensitivity 
of the electromagnetic relays of the size required suggests 
the use of silicon control rectifiers in this type of con-
trol systemo It is entirely possible that the improved 
response of a system using silicon control rectifiers might 
not require a continuous mode0 This statement is based on 
the assumption that silicon control rectifiers would permit 
the construction of a system with a smaller dead zone than 
permissible with electromagnetic relays0 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The effect of time-optimal control of the contactor 
mode on the stability of a dual-mode, positioning servo-
mechanism having continuous and contactor modes is studied0 
The theory of time-optimal ("bang-bang") position control 
is based on the dynamic relationship between speed and rela-
tive position in the system studied as it is slowed from 
full speed to rest by reversing the drive motor. In the 
system studied, time-optimal control is employed only when 
the system is operating in the contactor mode* 
Positioning in minimum time is achieved for suffi-
ciently large error by applying full voltage to the drive 
motor first in the desired direction and then reversing the 
voltage to the drive motor to achieve a braking effect, 
This is accomplished with the system operating in the con-
tactor mode» The system, however, begins its positioning 
by operating in the continuous or small signal mode* The 
system must, therefore, contain a device which will switch 




The concept of optimum step function response by a 
servomechanism suggests a device which will apply its maxi-
mum corrective force to any error. The contactor, or relay, 
is ideal for this service because it inherently possesses 
the characteristic of applying full available corrective 
force and is well suited to apply sudden reversals of the 
full available corrective force. The contactor, however, 
possesses the characteristic of limit cycling when small 
or no error is present and cannot follow small or arbitrary 
inputs accurately*, 
The dual-mode servomechanismt which was first sug-
gested by McDonald (2), combines a continuous mode of oper-
ation for small signal operation, with a contactor mode of 
operation for errors larger than the small signal error. 
The contactor mode may then be optimized for the minimum 
time of response to a step function input of sufficient mag-
nitude to order contactor operation„ Optimization is accom-
plished by means of a time-optimal controller which is used 
to determine the optimum boundary for control reversal, some-
times referred to as a "switching line." The continuous 
mode is optimized for small signal inputs by inserting rate 
feedback* The selection of the correct mode is effected by 
a mode switching device which initiates switching action 
based on the sum of the magnitudes of error and error rate» 
The approach to the design of the time-optimal 
3* 
controller utilizes the phase-plane plot of the system• 
This is a plot of system error versus output rate, The 
topology of the network which combines error and output rate 
to produce properly timed switching action is derived from 
the phase-plane plot. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of 
the system which was investigated,, 
Gibson and McVey (1) have investigated a system which 
was partially synthesized using an analog computere Gibson 
and McVey presented an analytical method for determining 
the stability of a dual-mode system using an extension of 
the describing-function method of analysis„ This method 
has been established by the independent works of Kochenbur-
ger (3), Goldfarb (4), and Tustin (5)0 
This study proposes to examine the stability of a 
dual-mode system synthesized without the use of an analog 
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Figure 1. System Block Diagram 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OP THE SYSTEM 
General 
By definition, a positioning servomechanism is a 
device which automatically corrects its output position to 
correspond to a new input position.. This corrective action 
is implemented by an error signal which is described by the 
expressions 
E = R=»C 
Where C is the controlled or output position 
R is the reference or input position 
E is the error which results from R-Co 
Error Detection System 
The error detection system used consists of a syn-
chro generator and a synchro control transformer» The gen-
erator is mechanically connected to the system prime mover 
(source of corrective force)'and electrically connected to 
a source of reference voltage and the control transformer,, 
An angular difference in the position of the shafts of the 
control transformer and the generator results in an a-c 
error voltage appearing at the output terminals of the con-
trol transformero The error detection system is shown in 
60 
Figure 2C This voltage is attenuated and then amplified 
by a-c amplifier No0 1 for sensitivity in the continuous 
and contactor modes„ The error voltage is attenuated and 
amplified by a-c amplifier No. 2 for use in the contactor 
boundary switching circuitry. Diagrams of amplifiers 
Noso 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 4- and 3? respectively* 
The voltage output of a-c amplifier No0 1 is applied 
to both the continuous and contactor demodulators for con-
version to direct current and application to the continu-
ous mode and contactor mode d-c amplifiers0 The output of 
a-c amplifier No* 1 is also applied to the mode switch 
amplifier. The demodulators are the sum and difference 
type and convert the a-c voltage which is in-phase or in 
reverse-phase with the reference a-c voltage to a polarity 
type d~c error voltage; i.e. an in-phase a-c error voltage 
would be demodulated as a positive d-c error voltage, and 
a reverse-phase a™c error voltage would be demodulated as 
a negative d-c error voltage„ A diagram of the demodulator 
is shown in Figure 5° 
Prime Mover 
The prime mover or final control element is a repul-
sion motor with a modified stator winding„ The stator is 
provided with a lap winding on which taps are brought out 
at 20 electrical degrees on each side of the electrical 
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Figure 6o Basic Motor Reversing Circuit 
10 c 
the brushes of the repulsion motor is set in line with the 
electrical neutrals Therefore5 if the switch is closed in 
position A«A? the relative stator field is displaced 
20 degrees from that of the brush axis and the motor will 
run clockwise o If the switch is closed in position B'-B, 
the relative position of the stator field is displaced 
20 degrees counterclockwise from that of the brush axis 
and the motor will run counterclockwise <, 
In the control system designed, two electrical cir-
cuits and a special transformer replaced the double throw 
switch and permitted single pole double throw operation 
utilizing the blocking action by the transformer of current 
flow in the unexcited motor tapso For continuous mode oper-
tion, one of each set of taps is connected to a saturable 
core reactor through the special transformer* The remain-
ing taps are connected to one side of the 120-volt line 
through proper transformer connections 0 The other side of 
the 120-volt line is connected to the other sides of the 
two saturable core reactors» The direction of rotation de-
pends then upon which saturable core reactor is energized 
by the respective d-c amplifier„ Under quiescent condi-
tions , both of the reactor amplifiers are cut offo The de-
sign of the transformer is described in Appendix lc 
For contactor mode operation, the energised reactor 
is shunted out by the series connected contacts of the pro-
per power contactor and the mode switch0 
lie 
The load for the prims mover consists of inertia 
and coloumb frictiorio Host of this inertia is that of the 
motorj synchro generator and tachometer armatures with 
coloumb friction coming from the brushes of these devices0 
A flywheel was used to provide load simulation0 Motor con-
trol circuitry is as shown in Figure 7« 
Continuous Ho&e 
Continuous mode control is effected by applying al-
ternating current to the motor via two saturable core 
reactors, one for clockwise and one for counterclockwise 
rotation• The magnitude of the a-c supplied to the motor 
is a function of the magnitude of the error signal« The 
a-c is applied by varying the degree of saturation of the 
respective reactor with a direct current which is propor-
tional to the error signal0 This direct current is derived 
from the synchro error detection system by the continuous-
mode demodulatoro The current is amplified by bias control 
of a Class "B" d-o amplifier which supplies the d-c winding 
of each reactor* A diagram of the d-=c amplifier is shown 
in Figure 80 
The continuous mode is stabilized by the addition 
of negative rate feedback which is added to the error signal 
via the dual input of a-c amplifier No» 1 (see Figure 4). 
The rate signal is produced by a d-o tachometer which is 
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Figure 8, Continuous L-C Amplifier 
14. 
this signal to the a~c error signal* the d-c signal is fed 
into a modulator and a resultant a-c signal is extracted, 
The a-c rate signal is then added to the a-c error signal 
at the input of No*. 1 a-c amplified. The rate feedback 
loop is shown in Figure 9-
Contactor Operation 
Contactor operation is effected by energizing the 
coil of a contactor with a direct current which is derived 
from the error signal via the contactor demodulator and a 
separate bias controlled d-c amplifier« The amplifier is 
shown in Figure 10„ A separate demodulator is used to 
facilitate contactor control reversal by the time-optimal 
circuitry. Reversal is effected by reversing the phase of 
the contactor demodulator reference voltage0 
The contacts of each contactor are interlocked so 
that should both coils be energized simultaneously, no cur-
rent can flow to the motor0 One side of the normally open 
contact of each contactor is connected to a contact on the 
mode switch which is held open under small signal operation* 
The other side of the normally open contact is connected 
through the normally closed contact of the opposite contact-
or to the respective load side of the a-c winding of the 
saturable reactors0 The remaining side of the held-open 
mode switch contact is connected through a manual switch to 
the 120~vo.lt line0 The manual switch was used to disconnect 
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Figure 10. Contactor B-G Amplifier 
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the contactor mode while testing the continuous mode0 Con-
tactor control is dependent upon energization of either 
contactor and the mode switch, with the mode switch opera-
ting last for precise control„ See Figure 7° 
Mode_gw.it ch 
The mode switch is operated by a d~c amplifier which 
is controlled by two signals which are magnitude sensitive 
onlye One signal is derived from the error signal via a~c 
amplifier No 0 L The other signal is derived from the 
tachometer rate voltage0 Both signals are rectified prior 
to application to the respective inputs of the mode switch 
amplifiero The net effect is that the mode switch is actu-
ated by the sum of the magnitudes of the error and rate 
signals respectively,, Mode switch and amplifier circuitry 
is shown in Figure 11„ The rate signal is, of course, the 
modulated a-c signal derived from the d-c tachometer, as 
previously described, but amplified by a-c amplifier No6 3 
for this applicationo The signals are attenuated at the 
inputs of the mode switch amplifier so as to force the mode 
switch operation to lag contactor operation,, 
Time-Optimal Switching Boundary Network 
The time-optimal switching boundary network is de-
rived from the phase-plane relationship between error and 
output rate as plotted on theMX-Y"recorder0 The resulting 
curve obtained is used as the basis for the calculation of 
500 K 
+ 550 Y D-C 
Figure 11. Mode Switch Amplifiers 
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elements of a biased diode network which approximates the 
phase-plane curve with straight line segments„ The theory 
and design of this network is discussed in Chapter 3« 
The input to the network is the &~c rate signal and 
the output is the simulated error signal» The synchro 
error signal is attenuated and amplified to the correct 
level by a~c amplifier NoQ 2 and rectified,. The rectified 
synchro error signal and the simulated error signal are 
added at the input of a double cathode-follower d-c ampli-
fier. The net result is that there is an output from the 
double cathode-follower when the following relationship 
occurs; 
f ( 9 )<e 
o 
where f(© ) is the output of the switching boundary or 
o 
simulated error signal and "e" is the error signal0 When 
f ( 0 ) is equal to "e»" the output of the double cathode-
o 
follower is zeroc At this instant, if the prime mover can 
suddenly reverse direction, "e" and f(6 ) should simuitane-
o 
ously begin to diminish at the same rate so the error and 
output rate should approach zero simultaneously and the 
system should come to rest with no position error0 This 
relationship between "e" and f ( 0 ) permits the implementa-
© 
tion of the critical, trajectory of time-optimal ("bang-
bang") controlo The reversal of the prime mover is effected 
only when the system is operating in the contactor mode0 
20 o 
geyers ing Sw itch 
Reversing of the prime mover in the contactor mode 
is effected "by reversing the phase angle of the reference 
voltage with respect to the a-c error voltage in the con-
tactor demodulator,. This reverses the polarity of the d-c 
error voltage out of the contactor demodulator and causes 
the energized contactor to be de-energized and the de-
energized contactor to be energized„ Reference voltage 
phase angle reversal is accomplished by using the circuitry 
of Figure 12„ Line voltage is fed into the primary winding 
of an auto transformer„ A resistance and a high reactance 
i0e0, the primary of an open-circuited transformer, are 
connected across the secondary of the auto transformer* 
The reference voltage for the contactor demodulator is 
taken from the mid-point of the auto transformer winding 
and the mid-point of the series resistance-reactance combi-
nation0 Phase reversal is accomplished by short circuiting 
the secondary of the reactance transformer with a pair of 
thyratronso This effectively places the reference voltage 
across the other half of the auto-transformer which is 180 
degrees out of phase from the voltage out when the react-
ance transformer's secondary is open circuited. 
Firing of the thyratrons must occur before the 
respective contactor for either direction of error is ener-
gized for any errors This timing requirement necessitates 
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Figure 12. Contactor Reversing Switch 
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thyratron conduction with an extremely small output voltage 
from the double cathode-follower* Thyratron conduction was 
accomplished by construction of a d c amplifier consisting 
of six 6SL7 duo-triodes connected in parallel to control 
a sensitive relay connected in their common plate circuits0 
The tubes are biased so as to turn on with the minute sig-
nal from the double cathode-foilower„ 
The thyratrons were biased so as to be nonconducting 
with no signal. Operation of the relay caused a contact to 
close which effectively removes the thyratron bias voltage 
and permits the thyratrons to conduct. 
CHAPTER 111 
DESIGN OF THE NON-LINEAR BOUNDARY SWITCHING NETWORK 
General 
The theory of "bang-Dang" control is based on the 
relationship between error and error rate as the control 
system is decelerated at a maximum rate from full speed 
with simultaneous reduction of error and error rate to 
zerOo "Bang-bang" control is effected by control reversal 
at the instant the magnitudes of the error and output rate 
become equal and the removal of correction force when both 
quantities reach zero simultaneously,, 
Network Specifications 
The prerequisite for the implementation of this con-
cept is a plot of error versus output rate under these con--
ditionsc This is known as the phase-plane ploto This plot 
was obtained by using an nX~Y" recorder. 
The error detection system was modified to facilitate 
easier collection of the datae This entailed the addition 
of a potentiometer bridge consisting of a driven and a 
fixed potentiometero The driven unit was geared to a syn-
chro motor which was electrically driven by the synchro 
generator geared to the shaft of the repulsion motor,. The 
output of this bridge and the tachometer generator were 
then fed into the "X" and "I" channels, respectively, of 
the "X-Y" recordero 
The "X" axis was then calibrated in degrees of motor 
shaft rotation*. The "I" axis was calibrated in volts0 The 
repulsion motor is connected to a variable voltage auto-
transformer and reversing switches which permit the motor 
to be driven at the desired speed in the desired direction 
directly from the a»c lineQ The error signal is adjusted 
to zero at zero speed» The motor is then energized and 
allowed to come up to full speed„ Upon attaining full 
speed, the motor is reverseda Figure 13 shows the test 
instrumentation,, 
With the phase-plane curve obtained, the technique 
to effect "bang-bang" control consists of the design of a 
network which has the error rate as its input signal and a 
simulated error signal as its output signal as obtained from 
the phase-plane curve„ The simulated error signal and the 
system error signal obtained from the synchros are then 
combined as shown in Figure 12 to effect control reversal0 
Network Design 
The design of the network follows the procedure as 
outlined by Fredrickson (6) and is of the biased diode 
type0 As suggested, the network was designed to give an 
attenuation of 3 to 1 to conserve bias power0 The network, 
of course, simulates the applicable portion of the phase-




Figure 13. Instrumentation for Phase-Plane Plot 
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plane curve as obtained by using the nX™Y*' recorder, with 
a number of straight line segments. A sufficient number 
is used to closely approximate the curve. 
Seven points were chosen for the basis of calcula-
tion,, The abscissa was converted from degrees of rotation 
of the prime mover shaft to volts output of the simulated 
error signal as shown in Figure 14-«> This necessitated the 
construction of an additional a™c amplifier, previously 
described and shown in Figure 3» to set the synchro-derived 
error signal at the proper magnitude for combination with 
the simulated error signal, f(0o), to effect switching 
actiono The network components were then calculated from 
the data taken from the curve as shown in .Figure 14, Com-
plete network calculations are tabulated in Appendix lie 
The error rate was fed into the network through a rectifier 
bridge to insure that the network bias would always be of 
the correct polarity for the polarity of the rate signal• 
The network is shown in Figure 15. 
The network was tested by energization from the d-e 
tachometer with the network potentiometers set to produce 
the values of resistance "R " as computed in Appendix II. 
This result is superimposed on the phase-plane curve of 
Figure 14, Since this approximation is not optimum, it 
was necessary to adjust the potentiometers when testing the 
system to obtain optimum step function response., It is 
pointed out that the curve of Figure 14 is less than 
Tachometer (Rate) Voltage 
Volts 
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Figure 14. Phase-Plane Plot 
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optimum because the measurement technique required includes 
the response time of the "X-Y" recorderc 
Sys t em Ph o t ogr aph 
A photograph of the complete system is shown in 
Figure 16• 
Figure 16. System Photograph o 
CHAPTER IV 
TEST CIRCUITRY AND INSTRUMENTATION 
General 
With the system constructed., it was necessary to 
record the input and output of the system non-linearity, 
the mode amplifier% in order to Judge the effectiveness of 
the time-optimal control over system response0 The input 
to the mode amplifier consists of the sum of the magnitudes 
of the error signal and output rate o The output of the 
mode amplifier is the voltage applied to the motor during 
either mode of operation,. The system was excited with both 
step and variable frequency sinusoidal signals«, 
j-fe® „-§ jrgg&j: _Gener ator 
The sinusoidal signal was generated by driving a 
synchro generator with a direct current shunt motor through 
suitable gear reduction* The motor field was supplied from 
a constant voltage supply. The motor armature was supplied 
from a variable-voltage regulated power supply0 A direct 
current tachometer and an alternating current tachometer 
were both geared to the motor shaft „ The d-'c tachometer 
was calibrated to indicate the frequency of the signal, volt-
age generatedo Calibration was effected by the use of the 
i-c tachometer and an oscilloscope,, Lissajous' figures 
32 0 
were generated on the oscilloscope with the a-c tachometer 
and building supply (60 cycles per second) supplied to the 
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively0 Motor speed was 
adjusted until an essentially ellipsoidal figure was dis-
played on the oscilloscopeo The ellipse represented a 
speed of 1800 rpm at 60 cycles per second since the tach-
ometer is a four pole machine <> Motor speed was varied to 
give several frequency ratios with the d-c tachometer volt-
age being recorded for each frequency ratio• Calibration 
data is given in Appendix III. The frequency range is from 
0o2 to 2o5 cycles per second* Figure 1? shows the equip-
ment connections„ 
Regording Circuitry 
Input and output voltages were converted to direct 
current to facilitate use of either the Sanborn recorder 
or the "X-Y" recorder0 The input signals were combined, 
using two transformers (as shown in Figure 18) prior to 
rectification by a measuring demodulator» Measurement of 
the input voltage to the motor required the development of 
a switching circuit to select the voltage applied to the 
excited motor winding» Since the motor winding is continu-
ous , voltage will also appear across the unexcited windingo 
The excited winding is the winding in which current is flow-
ing from the motor transformer of Appendix I„ The unexcited 
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former blocks current flow0 
Separate current transformers (T20 and T30) were 
connected between the saturable core reactors and the motor 
current transformex (TiO)0 The secondary of each trans-
former was loaded with a resistor and connected to a poten-
tial transformer (T21 and T3'i) having a single primary 
winding and a center' tapped secondary winding0 The second-
aries of T21 and T31 were connected to full-wave diode 
rectifierso Each diode rectifier supplied bias control to 
a two-tube, duo-triode SSL7 amplifier* The coil of a reed 
relay was connected in the plate circuit of each amplifier0 
The reed switches were connected in series with potential 
transformers T22 and T329 respectively. Connections were 
arranged so that a current flowing in the excited winding 
caused the reed switch to prohibit the energisation of the 
transformer connected across the unexcited windingo 
The secondaries of T22 and T32 were connected to 
rectifiers will eh were arranged to deliver a common, direct 
current output„ Connections are as shown in Figure 19° 
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The system response was investigated, using the 
instrumentation as described in Chapter IV. Although open 
loop response was desired, it was found that the system 
was unstable when excited sinusoidalLy in open loop0 It 
was, therefore, necessary to add negative feedoack, Oper-
ation showed that 50 per cent feedback was required to 
stabilize the system» The addition of the negative feedback 
permitted the introduction of both step function and vari-
able frequency inputs without changing connections• Com-
plete instrumentation for the system is as shown in Figure 
20. 
Step Function Input Data 
The system was tested with the following control 
mode combinationso 
1. Continuous only*. 
20 Contactor only without time-optimal control. 
3* Contactor only with time-optimal control„ 
40 Continuous and contactor with time-optimal 
controlo 
With continuous control, the system was completely stable0 
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Figure 20„ Test Excitation Instrumentation 
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With contactor control only the system hunted continuously„ 
The addition of time-optimal control reduced the frequency 
of hunting. The addition of continuous control eliminated 
the huntingo It is to be noted that with both modes of 
control present, it was necessary to remove the rate feed-
back from the a-c amplifier No. 1, the continuous a-c ampli-
fier o The system performed as expected with continuous 
control being observed for input displacements of less than 
five degrees and dual-mode control observed for input dis-
placements greater than five degrees0 A difference was ob-
served between clockwise and counterclockwise positioning* 
This is attributable to the slight inequality between motor 
torques and system adjustmentu 
Variable Frequency Input 
The system was excited with sinusoidal signals var-
ied in the frequency range from 0*2 to 2o5 radians per 
second0 A typical wave form for input and output is shown 
in Figure 21 and was obtained with an input frequency of 
0o814 radians per second. The wave forms are, as expected^ 
highly non-linearo The effect of the linear mode is most 
pronounced in the time interval when the contactor revers-
ing switch has de-energized the forward contactor and has 
not yet energized the reverse contactor• The system seems 
to respond well to the time-optimal circuitry which reverses 
the motor with full voltage applied since no overshooting 
Coat actor Mod* 
Ekateple 
• v :\ ' L 
Continuous 
\gi \ | Rod* 
Error Plus Output Rate Versus Time (Mode Amplifier Input) 
Input Frequency 0.814 Radians/Second 
Figure 21. Text Excitation Recording 
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is indicated by the wave shape 0 IN on uniformity of corres-
ponding segments of the motor input voltage wave is attri-
butable to unequal motor torques in opposite directions of 
rotation and contactor hysterisis. The input range of fre-
quencies were selected because of the frequency response 
of the motor when operated from the continuous mode ampli-
fier onlye The test, circuitry for this data is shown in 
Figure 22. The gain for each frequency was determined from 
the slope of the plot of the "X-X" recorder,, A plot of 
gain versus frequency appears in Figure 23<, Plotting data 
is tabulated in Table 10 
Stability 
Figure 21 shows the system to be stable for the fre-
quency shown, since no overshoot is present„ 
It was observed that the linear mode is stable with 
the addition of output rate feedbacka The contactor mode 
exhibits the tendency of continuous hunting» The combina-
tion of the two modes with time-optimal control added to 
the contactor mode is stable, Output rate feedback is not 
required in the linear mode for dual-mode operation0 
An analytical study of the stability of the system 
using the describing function method as applied by Gibson 
and McVey will require that the fundamental component of 
both input and output waveforms of Figure 21 be extracted 
by a Fourier analysis. This type of analysis entails a 
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Figure 22, Instrumentation for Obtaining Motor Transfer Function 
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Table L Gain Versus Frequency Data for the Frequency 
Response of a Repulsion Motor Controlled by 
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thorough frequency response testing and was not included in 
this study. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Time-optimal or "bang-bang" control of the contactor 
mode of a dual-mode positioning servomeonanism satisfactor-
ily applies all of the available corrective torque to reduce 
the error of the positioning system to zero in optimum time 
when coupled with a continuous mode which prevents contactor 
limit cycling on small errors0 
Examination of the test results of Figure 21 indi-
cates that the time between contactor cycles on each half 
cycle of error signal is unnecessarily long. This indicates 
that either the continuous amplifier should have more gain 
or that contactor mode switching should occur earliero 
Modifications would have to be made to system equipment for 
either possibility since the continuous mode amplifier oper-
ates at its saturation level and the mode switch and con-
tactors are production type relays with insufficient 
sensitivity for operation on lower signal levels„ There is 
also a time lag in saturable core reactor operation which 
delays the continuous mode0 
Recommendations 
The dual-mode system is necessarily complex and in-
46 o 
eludes other areas for investigation not considered by this 
study. One area is complete frequency response testing and 
application of the describing function analysis<> A seeond 
area could include investigation of other mode switching 
boundaries utilizing synthesized networks which could pro-
duce applicable functions of the error signal and its 
derivativeso 
It is also recommended that further study be pursued 
on a time-optimal system which would use silicon control 
rectifiers in place of electromagnetic relays. The use of 
silicon control rectifiers could result in a system which 
may not require a linear mode, assuming that a system uti-
lizing the control rectifiers will have a very small dead 




Design of Motor Current Transformer 
In order to permit "three-wire control" with one 
wire common of the four-terminal repulsion motor, a special 
current transformer was designed and wound. The trans-
former blocks current flow through the "nonexcited" stator 
taps and permits reversing service with two saturable re-
actors in lieu of four* The transformer has four windings 
and was wound with two sets of concentric windings on a 
single window core* Individual coil design was based on 
20 volts drop, with a flux density of 60,000 lines per 
square inch at 60 cps. The core cross-section was lo25 
inches square« Each winding was calculated to require 80 




Calculation of the Phase-Plane Network 
Refer to Figure 15. V, is supplied from a d-e 
permanent magnet tachometer-generator which has a resist-
ance of 1,000 ohmso The tachometer also feeds a modulator 
with 20,000 ohms input resistance« Assume that the tach-
ometer should not be loaded with an impedance of less than 
10500 ohniSo The network must, therefore, have an input 
resistance of 20,000 obis. Also, assume maximum tachometer 
voltage to "be 48 volts« Then> 
is. ft 
Zin * 207OOO z 2* 4 Killiamperes 
v - V VRQ vout 
Assume 
¥out • l3 ™lvs 
15 
g s .„__„„ :=: £,9600 ohms 
0 2*4 x 10"5 
Use 
R = 6,600 ohms o 
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APPENDIX II (Continued) 
The bias voltages are calculated from values taken from the 
curve of Figure 14, using the equations 
B m out n n n 
Where V^ is the bias voltage for point "n," V. is the 
n n 
input voltage (speed voltage) for point "n"; V . is the 
outn 
output voltage (simulated error) for point "n"; "n" is a 
point on the curve of Figure 14* 
The values selected must satisfy the conditions 
VB ^ VB . n n+1 
Next, the parallel resistors, R , were calculated from th< 
equations 
A R > n o 
Ln ~ " n-T 
C ~ i~s B 




V i n - " Y o u t ' 
Cn = v ouV 
B d " i n 1 o u t ' 
n 
¥B. B . 0 n-1 
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APPENDIX II (Continued) 
The calculations were simplified by performing the 
operation in the format as shown in Table 2, The primes 
(') denote (n+l)o Finally, the values of R computed are 
adjusted to standard values of resistance* The series 
parallel network of Figure 24 permits sensitive adjustment 
of standard resistors to a particular value, K. , when the 
following relationships hold; 
Case 1 - 2 0 R, > R > 2 R, 
t a t 
R - 0 x 
1 o 1 R •_ R 
T\ C Z 
7 R - I d R 
t 
Case II - 1/3 R^ < R <: 2 R, 
0 2J 1 
0o9 Rf R„ 
R — 0o £~ R» z t 
R was selected and R and R calculated.. The nearest z x y 
5 per cent standard resistor was used withs 
R std > R calco and R std Sr R calc. y y X - x 
Table 2. Calculation of the Parallel Resistors "R " for the Phase-Plane Network 
n 
OPERATION Rl R2 *5 \ R5 R6 
V. • -V . in out 7. 50 14.75 21.50 27.50 51.00 55.00 
V 0 7.50 14.75 21.50 27.50 51.00 
An 7. 50 7.25 6.75 6.00 5.50 2.00 















14.75 21,50 27.50 51.00 35.00 
VRI 0,0667 0.0667 0.0667 0.0667 0.0667 












B2 0.512 0.732 0.860 0.93* 
Table 2, Calculation of the Parallel Resistors "R " for the Phase-Plane Network 
(Continued) n 
OPERATION R. R0 R-, R.. Rc Rc 
1 2 3 4 - 5 6 
12,75 16,25 18,25 
0.082 0,082 0,082 
1,04-5 1.331 .1.4-95 
9 .50 11,50 
R *R„ 0,14-8 0,14-8 
O 4 _ 





Figure 24, »En" Network 
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APPENDIX III 
Calibration of Signal Generator 
Data? A tabulation of the calibration data for the signal 
generator described in Chapter IV is presented in Table 3° 
Table 3« Calibration of Signal Generator 
Lissajous' Tachometer D-C Tach D-C Tach 
Figure Ratio Speeds Voltage 
13*0 
Volts/1000 RI>h 
1 : 3 600 21,5 
1 :. 2 900 19.2 210 3 
2 i 3 1200 29*1 23.3 
1 :. 1 1800 38.5 21.3 
3 :. 2 2700 57o9 19<>3 
2 : 1 3600 75*5 21.0 
5 t 2 4-500 99.0 22*0 
Average D-C tachometer voltag< 2 per 1000 RPM - 2104 - K 
Calculations. The synchro generator frequency constant per 
volt of d-c tachometer output was calculated as follows °a 
W. = frequency of synchro generator output in 
radius per second• 
K = d-c tachometer voltage constant « 2104 volts 
per 1000 rpm. 
N = gear ratio between d-c tachometer shaft and 
synchro generator shaft 
= i|2 x 1=~ = 120 from Figure V?. 
W, - frequency constant in units of radians/Volt 
second. 
56 o 
APPENDIX III (Continued) 
u 2Tf 2 ES2&222 - n HZLOZL r a d i a n 
wk = 60 KN = T55)(21.47^1257 " U # U W H " v o l t - s e c o n d 
f, = frequency constant in units of cycles per second 
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